
חוברת טקסטים -
תוכנית רכישת

catsקריאה בשיטת וילק
sat
A cat sat.

#2

A cat has a hat.
A cat sat.

#3

a  rat
A  rat  has  a  hat.
A  rat  sat.
A  cat  has  a  hat.
A  cat  has  a  rat.
A  cat  sat.

English Through the STARS
Pnina Wilk's Method

במהירות ובביטחוןלרכישת הקריאה באנגלית, שיטת פנינה וילק 



A cat
A fat cat
A fat cat has a hat.
A fat cat has a fat rat.
A rat
a fat rat
A fat rat has a hat.

  Tamar has  a  mat.
  Tamar has  a  hat.
  Tamar has  a  fat  cat.
  A  fat  cat  has  Tamar's  mat.

#4



a man
Natan has a hat.
A man has a hat.
Natan has a cat.
A man has a fat
cat.

Natan has a rat.
A man has a fat rat.
A man ran.
Natan ran fast,
fast, fast, fast.

#5



Pat a cat.
Pat a pot.
Oh no, 
a hot pot!!

hot pot
Pam has a pot.
Pam has a hot pot.
Pam has a fan.

#6

corn 
pop pop pop popcorn.
pop pop popcorn.
Hot popcorn on top of * a pot.
A fat man has popcorn.
A fat man has hot popcorn.



Mor has ten pens.
Pam has ten carrots.
Ron has ten maps.
A hen sat on a mat

#7

The cat sat on the mat.
The fat man sat on the mat.
The farmer sat on the tractor.



A cat at the park.
Keren at a car at the park.
A man has a hen at the park.
A tractor at the park.

#8

A cook has a hat.
A cook has a pan.
A cook has a hot pan.
A cook has a hot pot.
A cook took a spoon.

Look at the cook.  
The cook has a spoon.
The cook took a spoon
 to the room.
Look at the pot.
The pot has a top.
Look, a spoon 
on top of the pot.



A  cook  has  a  book.
A  cook  has  a  cook  book.
A cook  has  carrots.
A  cook took the carrots
 to the room.
Oh no! Look!
 Carrots on the floor.

#9

The black ant sat on the clock.
The black rat has black socks.
The black cat sat on the black book.

CK



A frog.
A frog can hop.
A frog can hop, hop, hop.
Stop.
Stop frog.
stop, stop, stop.
Go frog, go!
Go to the pool.

#10

Dan has a dog.
Dan has a sad dog.
Dan's sad dog sat and sat and sat.

Dad has a good dog.
Dad's good dog ran and ran.
Dad's good dog ran to Dad.

Tod has a bad dog.
Tod's bad dog ran fast.
Stop bad dog! Stop!



I am big.
I am small.

#11

The spoon is in the igloo.
The broom is in the hat.
The carrot is in the basket.
The gold is in the bag.
The dog is in the hat.
The clock is in the bag.
The cat is in the basket.
The books are in the plastic bag.



The vet is in the van.
The vet has a pet dog.
The vet has a pet parrot.
The vet has a pet cat.
The vet has a pet hamster.
The vet has a pet hen.
The vet has a pet chick.
The vet has a pet rabbit.

#12

A kangaroo and a rabbit.
A frog and a cat.
A hen and ants.
A girl and a rabbit.
Roni and a cat.
A parrot and a hamster.
A parrot and a cat.
A dog and a rat.



I can fix the taxi.
The man can fix the box.
six men can fix the igloo.
The doctor can fix the hand.

#13

I am big and strong.
I can mix milk. 
The milk is in a box.
Oh, no! The milk is on the floor!
I can fix it.
I am big and strong.
The cats lick  the milk.
mmm...



Jack sells a big jeep.
The jeep is big and green.
I need the  green jeep.
Let’s go. 
Good!
beep beep! go fast!
I see a doctor.
The doctor has red baloons.
Open the jeep and sit!

#14

 Let’s go to the zoo.
 I can see animals at the zoo.
First I can see the hippo.
The hippo is fat. 

 I can see a small camel and a big
 camel.
The camels ran in the sand.



Oh, I can see seven zebras! 
The zebras ran in the grass.
Ten kangaroos hop and hop.

After the kangaroos
 I see eleven parrots in a box. 
The parrots sing songs.

Oh, a parrot is on a tree!!
The zookeeper sees the
parrot on the tree.
The zookeeper took the
parrot back to the box.
The zookeeper is glad.
The parrot is sad.



The frogs jump
 into the mud.
 The ducks jump
 into the pond.

#16

Cut the carrot, feed the duck.
Cut the corn, feed the bird.
Cut the cucumber,
 feed the penguin.



The baby has
 a toy to play. 

#17

The yellow
 birds fly
 in the sky. 

I visit my
 family
 every day.



The ducks swim in the water.
The duck is wet and happy.
The ducks want worms.

#18

The clown with the crown stands
upside - down.

The brown cow has sweet milk.

Come here now!

Get up, get down.



The queen and the king look at the
quilt. 
The quilt is good!
The quilt is soft and long.
The servants cut the quilt. 
Quick! quick! fix the quilt. 

The king and the queen are glad.

#15

Cut the carrot, feed the duck.
Cut the corn, feed the bird.
Cut the cucumber,
 feed the penguin.


